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Overview of the collection

Repository:
Special Collections & Archives
McIntyre Library
University of Wisconsin – Eau Claire
P.O. Box 4004
105 Garfield Ave.
Eau Claire, WI 54702 – 4004
(715) 836-2739
https://library.uwec.edu/archives/

Reference Code: USGZE UHC282

Accession Number: 06-122

Collection Number: University Historical Collection 282

Creators: American Minority Student Leadership Conference

Title: American Minority Student Leadership Conference Proceedings

Dates: 1984-1986

Quantity: 0.2 linear feet (1 archives box)

Location of Collection: A10/2g

Languages: Collection materials are in English

Summary: Papers given by minority students in the University of Wisconsin system regarding their experiences as students, athletes, and participants in the University of Wisconsin community.

Historical Note

The first Annual Minority Student Leadership Conference was held at the University of Wisconsin--Stout. University of Wisconsin system minority students and minority alumni led the organization and planning of the event. During the conference, twelve students presented papers, and six alumni provided comment on the papers. The second and third conferences were held at the University of Wisconsin--Eau Claire and the University of Wisconsin--La Crosse in 1985 and 1986 respectively.
Content Description

The proceedings consist of transcripts of papers given by minority students in the University of Wisconsin system regarding their experiences as students, athletes, and participants in the University of Wisconsin community.

Administrative Information

Acquisition Information: Donated to the Special Collections & Archives, University of Wisconsin – Eau Claire prior to March 2006.

Access Restrictions: Collection is open to the public.

Use Restrictions: Researchers are responsible for using in accordance with 17 U.S.C. Copyright not owned by the University of Wisconsin – Eau Claire.
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